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Can you give me a 5 sentence of homographs - The Q&A wiki
wiki.answers.com › … › Sentence and Word Structure
Can you give 5 Complex sentences? jack fell from the tree jack broke his hand i bought a
new computer ut it wasnt working Can you give 15 sentence of homograph?

4 examples of Homographs? - Yahoo Answers
answers.yahoo.com/question/index?qid=20081009040141AAWzeb6
Resolved · Last updated: Oct 09, 2008 · 2 posts · First post: Oct 09, 2008
Oct 09, 2008 · for the homograph shed write two sentences. use a different ... United
States; Vietnam; en Español; Yahoo does not evaluate or guarantee the accuracy of ...

Homographs - WKU
people.wku.edu/sally.kuhlenschmidt/homgraph.htm
Homographs (HOM-uh-graf, HOA-muh-) are words that are spelled the same but differ in
meaning, derivation, or perhaps pronunciation. Purists favor all three.

Homograph Worksheet - Using Homographs - K12Reader
www.k12reader.com/worksheet/using-homographs
About this Worksheet This worksheet provides examples of homographs used correctly
in sentences and prompts students to write their own sentence using the same
homograph.

Time_LessonDesign.html
www.gips.org/Technology/T.I.E./Johnson/Homographs/Homographs...
Nebraska State Technology. LEARNS Competencies: ... Students use assigned
homograph to write a sentence or sentences showing the two different meanings of …

homographs - definition and examples of homograph
grammar.about.com/od/fh/g/homogrterm.htm
"A homograph is a word that is spelt identically to another word but none the less has a
different meaning and ... Composing Sentences; Words; Composing Paragraphs;

Grammar: Homographs - eThemes
ethemes.missouri.edu/themes/343?locale=en
Grammar: Homographs These sites are about homographs which are words with two or
more words spelled alike but different in origin, meaning, and sometimes pronunciation.

What are examples of homographs used in a sentence
wiki.answers.com › … › Example Sentences
Example dynamic used in a sentence? This plan is completely dynamic. Can you give
me an examples of homograph with a sentence? One sentence is for tear.

homograph - definition and meaning - Wordnik.com
www.wordnik.com/words/homograph
homograph: One of two or more words that have the same spelling but differ in origin,
meaning, and sometimes pronunciation, such as fair (pleasing in appearance) and ...

Homographs Game - EZSchool
www.ezschool.com/games/english/homonyms/homographs.html
Homographs Game - Words with same spelling but different meaning
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